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Abstract:

Detection of melanoma remains an empirical clinical science. New tools for automatic discrimination of
melanoma from benign lesions in digitized dermoscopy images may allow an improvement in early
detection of melanoma. This research implements a fast version of the median split algorithm in an open
source format and applied to four-color splitting of the lesion area to capture the architectural disorder
apparent in melanoma colors. Our version of the median split algorithm splits colors along the color axis
with maximum Range. For a set of 888 dermoscopy images, the best model for discrimination produces an
area under the receiver operating characteristic curve of 0.821. Logistic regression analysis of 242
parameter variables obtained from 888 images shows that the most important features in the final model,
measured by Wald Chi-square significance, are the lengths of two peripheral inter-color boundaries and one
measure of boundary overlay by different colors. The median split algorithm is fast, requiring less than one
second per image and only a four-color splitting, but it captures sufficient critical information regarding
color disorder, with peripheral inter-color boundaries showing the highest significance for melanoma
discrimination.

1

INTRODUCTION

Early detection of melanoma may be aided by
analytic methods applied to dermoscopy images of
melanoma, which offer the possibility of detecting
potential melanomas before they are sufficiently
advanced to affect life expectancy. Color methods
splitting the entire lesion were investigated by
Andreassi et al. Eccentricity of color components
and presence of color islands were important in
discriminating melanomas from benign lesions
(Andreassi et al., 1999). Colors were also used to
discriminate melanomas from benign lesions based
on three-dimensional color probability histograms
that were measured by both crisp methods (Faziloglu
et al., 2003) and fuzzy logic methods (Khan et al.,
2009). In this paper, we describe a technique termed
the median split technique (Umbaugh, 2011), which
we use to capture the architectural disorder of early
in situ melanoma. This technique has the advantages
of speed, simplification of lesion architecture yet
retention of critical features, and high discriminatory
power for melanoma.
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2

MEDIAN SPLIT ALGORITHM

The median split algorithm has been previously
applied to entire images using CVIPtools
(http://cviptools.ece.siue.edu). This algorithm is
based on the Heckbert color compression algorithm
(Heckbert, 1982). In this research, we apply the
median split algorithm to a specific region of interest
(ROI)—the lesion only. The motivation is to
quantize the ROI so that fewer colors are used in
order to describe the ROI. The simplified image
allows exact quantization of color values, color
areas, and inter-color boundaries. The color space
segmentation is performed by splitting the pixel
histogram of a color segment. Each iteration splits
this color segment into two segments with equal
pixel populations. The segment with the highest
range in any color axis is chosen for the subsequent
split. Within the chosen segment, the split is
performed along the color axis with the highest
range. The division occurs at the median pixel m on
the chosen axis. Formally, the chosen color axis and
chosen color bin satisfies:
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where {}} denotes the number of pix
xels satisfyingg the
conditionn within {}; and hist(b
bin) denotes the
histogram
m of pixels within
w
the cho
osen bin. The two
new binss replace the old bin in thee list of colorr ins
for the R
ROI. After a given split, the
t segment ((bin)
list is uppdated, and again
a
the segm
ment with higghest
range allong any coloor axis is cho
osen for the next
split. Thhe algorithm continues un
ntil the speciified
number of colors is reached.
r
Umb
baugh found four
colors suufficed to reprresent the colo
ors within a leesion
(Umbauggh, 2011). Figures 1-3 sh
how the splittting
process for a melanooma image ussing range ass the
decision variable in reed, green and blue (RGB) ccolor
space ass performed on the ROII—the melannoma
lesion onnly. Pixels in a bin are map
pped to the larrgest
region reemaining in thhe final image.

2.1

ure 3: Median split, 3 splitss create 4 colors in the
Figu
lesio
on.

2.2
2

Median Split Pseuudocode

for no_of_splits (outer
(
loop beegins)
for no_of_
_current_bins (inner loop)
-> find channel
c
with largest range end of
inner loop
p
-> find a bin
b with the laargest range
-> arrangee pixels in binn with largestt range in
order of ch
hannel with laargest range
-> split bin into nearlyy equal bins ( as equal
as possible after splittinng)
-> remap colors in binns to image (tthe pixels
in bin are set to mean oof bin )

M
Median Split Examplee

d of outer loop
p
end
Wee set no_of_splits = 3. Threee channels aree used for
each bin: red, green
g
and bluue, but in pracctice, any
threee channels may
m be used, for example, principal
com
mponent axes.
Figurre 1: Original melanoma:
m
derm
moscopy image..

Figure 2:: Median splitt, 3 splits (RG
GB) create 4 ccolor
regions.

2.3
3

Median Split Decission Variab
ble

Ran
nge is choseen as the m
median split decision
variiable. Alternaate decision vvariables may
y include
variiance and inter-quartile
i
distances. For this
dom
main, contact dermoscopyy images witth evenly
disttributed LED lighting, theree is little rando
om noise.
Pre-processing allows elimin
ination of nearly
n
all
sign
nificant artifaacts, e.g. hairs
rs protruding from the
skin
n and bub
bbles from the gel interface.
Acccordingly, wee retained thhe CVIPtools default
deccision variablee: range withiin a given collor plane.
Thiis has potentiaal to capture ssmall variatio
ons in the
imaage, such as small networrks that woulld not be
cap
ptured well by variance or innter-quartile distance.
d
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3
3.1

EXPERIMENTS
Instrumentation and Images

The contact dermatoscope used in this study is the
3Gen DermLite Fluid attachment (3Gen LLC, San
Juan Capistrano, CA). This device uses bright white
LED lights, 10X magnification and a gel interface.

3.2

Images

A set of 195 melanoma and melanoma in situ images
were obtained in the study SBIR R44 CA-10163902A2 of the National Institutes of Health (NIH). A
similar benign set of 693 images were obtained for
the same study. Lesion borders (ROIs) were
manually drawn using second-order b-splines.

3.3

Median Split Features Obtained
for Each Lesion

1. Ring Value: Fraction of pixels in the border of
the lesion that overlap with the pixels in the color.
2. Total Lesion Area
3. Ratio of Each Color to Peripheral Ring
4. Average R, G, B values in Each Color Region
5. Number of Blobs before filling for each Color
region: This gives the number of blobs in each
region without filling holes or filtering the small
blobs. These blobs are the connected contours
present in that segment.
6. Number of Blobs after filling for each Color:
Each color blob with area less than 26 pixels is
eliminated and interior holes in the remaining blob
are filled.
7. Area of Each Color
8. Area of largest Blob: Area occupied by largest
blob in each color before and after filling the holes.
9. Internal/External Perimeter of each Color
10. Perimeter of largest Blob: Total internal and
external perimeter of largest blob for each color
11. Normalized Perimeter: Found by dividing
perimeter by square root of lesion area.
12. Perimeter Intensity Drop: Average RGB color
difference between the pixels that are on the border
of each color and those one pixel outside the border.
13. Normalized Intensity Drop: Perimeter intensity
drop divided by square root of total lesion area.
14. Centroid of each Color: The centroid of the
lesion and of each segment by Matlab region props.
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15. Euclidean Distance: Distance between the
centroid of each color and the centroid of the lesion.
16. Normalized Distance of each Color: The ratio
of Euclidean distance and square root of color area.
17. Absolute, Background and Relative
luminance for each Color: Absolute luminance is
the measure of brightness of the desired segment:
Luminance = 0.30R + 0.59G + 0.11B.
18. Average background skin R, G, B Values:
Average Red Green Blue values of the skin color
that surrounds the lesion part in the original image.
19. Relative RGB values for each Color
20. Average Euclidean distance of each Color
21. Red Chromaticity

4

RESULTS

4.1

Performance

The median split algorithm in C running on a
Core™ 2 duo processor requires < 1 second/image.

4.2

Most Significant SAS Features

Logistic regression analysis using Statistical
Analysis Software (SAS) was used to analyze the
results. The significant features described in §3.3 are
shown by Chi-sq and p-value statistics (Table 1).
Table 1: Significant parameters (Section 3.3).
Feature
Perimeter of largest
blob before filling (§
3.3.10)
Ring value (§ 3.3.1)
Normalized perimeter of
largest blob before filling
(§ 3.3.11)

4.3

Chi-Sq

P value

84.31

<.0001

28.30

<.0001

19.72

<.0001

Receiver Operating Characteristic
(Roc) Curves

Accuracy of the algorithm was tested using the
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. The
ROC curve plots sensitivity versus one minus
specificity. We report here the area under the curve
(AUC) for five experiments. The five ROC curves
(Figure 4) depict results for five cases, adding
different parameters from perimeters measured on
all four color segments.
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Thee method could also be exttended to the principal
com
mponent transfform applied tto these color spaces.

6

Figure 4: ROC curves, sensitivity vs. 1-specificity, ffor 5
perimeterr cases. The beest case for norrmalized perim
meters
with sepaarate external and
a internal co
olor perimeterss has
AUC = 0..82.

5
5.1

DIISCUSSIO
ON
T
The Median
n Split Algo
orithm
aand the Goaal of Captu
uring
A
Architecturral Disorderr

A new ddermoscopy cllassification algorithm
a
usedd by
clinicianns emphasizees architecturral disorder—
—the
“A” in tthe CASH alggorithm (Henn
ning et al, 20007).
CASH is an acronnym for Color, Architectture,
Symmetrry and Hom
mogeneity. Melanomas
M
hhave
differentt colors, haaphazard arcchitecture, ccolor
asymmettry, and are inhomogeneo
ous. The meedian
split im
mages shownn capture alll four of thhese
characterristics. The im
mage is quanttified into a sm
mall
number oof colors (fouur colors sufficce) enabling uus to
make thhe measuremeent of the len
ngth of the inntercolor bouundaries. These inter-color boundary lenngths
are highh in importaance as meassured by loggistic
regressioon analysis. Thhe median spllit color algoriithm
appears to capture thhe haphazard color distribuution
in melannoma.

5.2

CONCLU
USIONS

Thee median spllit algorithm was applied
d to 888
mellanoma and
d benign ddermoscopy images.
Sep
paration of meelanomas from
m the benign lesions
l
as
meaasured by areaa under the R
ROC curve waas as high
as 0.82.
0
This metthod was appllied to a difficcult set of
mellanomas, the majority at tthe in situ sttage, and
therrefore is not directly
d
compaarable to earlier studies
(An
ndreassi et al., 1999), (Khhan et al., 20
009). The
arbiitrary selectio
on of four colors capturres color
diso
order. The most
m
critical ffeatures weree derived
from
m inter-color perimeters.
p
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M
Median Split Channels
aand Channeel Pre-proccessing

The chooice of the RGB
R
color space
s
rather than
alternatee color spaces is arbitrary. The median split
algorithm
m could be exxtended to otther color spaaces,
includingg L*a*b*, HS
SV, and CIE-L
LUV color spaaces.
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